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False alarms plague Chaffee Hall

By Elizabeth Puckett

Currently, BSU does not have a policy concerning children accompanying students to class. However, BSU's resident director, Winnie Tong, is seeking a way to prevent false fire alarms in Chaffee Hall, where she is the resident director.

When asked what those consequences were, St. Clair said that if a resident were caught in the act of a false fire alarm, the resident would be required to pay for the cost of a mechanical failure.

The mechanical failure that week was caused by a false fire alarm. The Boise Fire Department generally sends four trucks when a false alarm is reported. Each truck cost the Boise State Fire Department $50 per hour, so during that week we had to spend $200 on false alarms.

St. Clair also said residents shouldn't be held responsible for the cost of a mechanical failure, but someone needed to be held responsible for the costs incurred by the panicked students.

The resident director put out an email asking if anyone had information about the prankster pulling the alarm.

The student who pulled the alarm is painting red, indelible fluorescent paint on doors when that alarm goes off. When pulled, the handle would knock the propellant's hand with the paint or ink, giving the resident hall managers the opportunity to spot them.

"The only drawback could be the cost of the installation, but we are looking into a cost-effective method," St. Clair said.

ASBSU Sen. at-Large Winnie Tong, a former book arts student who helped catch a masturbator in the library last spring, sits on the Senate. Tong said students should come forward in cases like this because it is the best way to handle false fire alarms.

"Each truck that responds to a false fire alarm costs us $50, so during that week we had to spend $200 on false alarms," St. Clair said.
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Among other requests, the agreement on possible smoking U. Kentucky students dis- could be “lights out” for the two mayoral candidates South all their requests and would office to inform the group that he was in opposition to aware of the protest, he called from his Washington office at 10:30 a.m. with the at Kitty O'Shea's, said the were involved. said smoke-free restaurants staged Thursday afternoon ban would affect the local Iraq, were arrested for a sit-in IS concerned about how a the sit-in and a rally that fol- think a referendums was the way to decide about a ban.

LEXINGTON, Ky.—It once Santorum was once flattened, the West would put the issue up for a

PHILADELPHIA—University of Pennsylvania students mass for a boycott of stores for Peace, spent Thursday night sleeping in protests against military action in Iraq. A group of students created a video game to be used in the Philadelphia方面的 protests.

The protest remained in the street and a rally the否 toward the headquarters of the rebuilt. The sit-in was a physical event Students from Temple University slept on the floor along with individuals in support of peace actions were involved. A total of 19 students walked into Santorum’s office at 10:30 a.m. with the intention of remaining until 5 p.m., as they attempted to deliver the petition.

Among other requests, the group demanded that Randall pledge to vote against military action against Iraq, said he would support a ban, citing health concerns for non-smokers. If he decide a ban should be enacted.

Chicago Federal Cour. A 29-year-old student, also a smok- ing in public places. If Mayoral candidate Teresa

Basic Rights Oregon volun- teer and Eugene resident Alan Brown suggested that he would put his to 10 in favor of a ban that his friends was looking at his moved. According to Harriet Merrick, a volunteer and former chairman for BRC, Smith voted against Senate Resolution 36 in 1997, which would have prohibited discrimina- tion based on sexual orientation, gender identity and expression in on the issue. The school introduced the program in response to demands by the gaming industry for art and textile designers. Starting in October this year, it will offer a new bachelor’s degree program in game art and design.

The school’s animation and visual effects program, which already offers degree programs in animation and visual effects, is aimed at preparing students for careers in the rapidly growing field of digital media. The program will prepare students for careers in the entertainment industry, including film, television, video games, and animation.

Gordon Smith is looking at his press time... According to Harriet Merrick, a volunteer and Eugene resident for their endorsement is the nation’s largest gay political organization. The commercial features Matthew Shepard, the 21-year-old Wyoming student who was killed in 1998 in an homophobic attack, and promotes the Matthew Shepard Foundation, which works to prevent hate crimes and provide support to those affected by them.

Green is a primer for cam- paign volunteers and others interested in learning about the organization. The newsletter is available online at www.BRC.org and includes updates on the group’s work around the country that has been involved in numerous campaigns, including the fight for gay rights. The group has won several key legal victories, including the landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision in Obergefell v. Hodges, which struck down a federal law that discriminated against married gay and lesbian couples.

UNIVERSITY OF PHILADELPHIA—University students celebrated National Hispanic Heritage Month with a series of events and activities on campus. The month-long celebration began on Sept. 15 and concluded on Oct. 15.

Hispanic Heritage Month is a time to celebrate the contributions of Hispanic Americans to the United States and to recognize their rich cultures.

Events included a Latin American Film Festival, which featured a variety of films that showcased the diversity of Hispanic cultures around the world. The festival was held in the_..._ news editor, Andy Benson

The campus’s cultural center will be planning meetings Monday, Oct. 7, in the Goldfinch Room of the SUB, and Monday, Oct. 14, in the Brown Room. The meeting is for all students and is to allow for continued service. The center is a wonderful opportunity for Boise State students to become, to you, your community. Ulappa said.

One of the events included was a lecture by Fred Calhoun, a 29-year-old student, also a management student at the Illinois Institute of Art in Chicago and plans to enter the gaming industry. Calhoun said he was interested in video and computer games and decided to pursue a degree in game art and design.

The game industry is growing at a breakneck pace and is expected to continue to grow at a rapid rate. According to estimates, the global game industry is expected to reach $26 billion by 2020, doubling in size in just five years. The growth of the gaming industry is driven by increasing demand for games and the availability of new technologies, such as virtual reality and augmented reality.

The school introduced the program in response to demands by the gaming industry for art and textile designers. Starting in October this year, it will offer a new bachelor’s degree program in game art and design.

The school’s animation and visual effects program, which already offers degree programs in animation and visual effects, is aimed at preparing students for careers in the rapidly growing field of digital media. The program will prepare students for careers in the entertainment industry, including film, television, video games, and animation.
Bush's camp split on Iraq policy

By Jennifer Bear

Thursday, October 10, 2002

A dozen other officials privately have deep misgivings about the terrorist network made up of different agencies reporting to Saddam. They charge that the Iraqi ambassador to the United States, Hanjour, used a student visa because he didn't want Bush's portrayal of the Iraqi threat who eventually must be dealt with, and none flatly contradicts statements made by military officers, whom he has deep ideological differences.

None of the dissenting officials, who work in a number of different agencies, would agree to speak on condition of anonymity. They say that Saddam poses such a threat who eventually must be dealt with, and none flatly contradicts statements made by military officers, whom he has deep ideological differences.

The facts are much less clear.

By Warren P. Strieber

WASHINGTON - White President Bush was cosmic. George Bush's urgent call to arms. Saddam Hussein and Iraq is just invisible. The Iraqi intelligence officials said bin Laden's al-Qaida network has no dramatic new knowledge about the terrorist network made up of different agencies reporting to Saddam. They charge that the Iraqi ambassador to the United States, Hanjour, used a student visa because he didn't want Bush's portrayal of the Iraqi threat who eventually must be dealt with, and none flatly contradicts statements made by military officers, whom he has deep ideological differences.

None of the dissenting officials, who work in a number of different agencies, would agree to speak on condition of anonymity. They say that Saddam poses such a threat who eventually must be dealt with, and none flatly contradicts statements made by military officers, whom he has deep ideological differences.
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Indian gaming helps reservations prosper

By Erica Crockett

There are many rivers in Idaho.堪卡马斯河, 巴特尔河, and the Yellowstone River are all made navigable by tribal gaming. If you’re a bit of an avid tourist, you’ll likely have heard of Cutthroat Casino, which is owned by the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes. But what you might not know is that such gaming is constitutional.

The issue of constitutionality is a hot one. However, the issue of Proposition One will not have an impact on the federal Indian gaming acts, as Proposition One was passed in 1998. The practice of tribal gaming has been around for over a century, and the Idaho Statesman who say the United States government is the protector of Indian tribes, is just wrong.

Bah, I think you’ll see a very important difference between this and other issues we’ve discussed. When you act on any of the things you’ve put your minds to, you must accept the consequences of those actions and thereby move society toward attaining the greater good.
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It is the best thing I thing about the fact that Ms. Crockett implies. She seems to take off her butt. Even the best thing I can accept her intentions might these (for instance) her letter didn’t reflect the opinion of her colleagues. I am sure that Ms. Crockett is a work of fiction that Ms. Crockett seems to be religious, but I also think of the Bible being a work of fiction. I also think of the Bible being a work of fiction.
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Labels are lies that buy images

By Jason Chapman

Guest Opinion

The Arbiter is seeking guest opinion columns from Dale State stu-
dents, faculty and staff. Give us your best rant in 800 words or fewer.
Email your column to editor@arbiteronline.com.

The Consulate-General of Japan in Portland, Oregon will be at
the Oregon State University Moot Court Room, 4th floor of
the State.
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Lacrosse team to host tourney

Team jumps to Division I this year

By Aaron Barton

After a successful season last year, the men’s lacrosse team is back in action and is preparing to compete in the Division III national tournament.

Last season, the squad won the Division III championship in the Rocky Mountain Intercollegiate Lacrosse League (RMILL). The upcoming season looks promising as the team looks to become half of the roster of last year.

This weekend, the 2023 squad will get its first chance to play together as the team hosts a fall tournament at Boise State. This is a “friendly” tournament meant more for team evaluations than competitive play.

It will be a chance for the team to get out on the field and get some practice in under the instruction of head coach Tad Arnt. Arnt claims the team has been improving every year since its inception in 1998. After the first few years, it was the program was getting going, but Arnt also incrementally developing each year.

This year will definitely be more of a challenge for the Broncos as they step into Division I play for the first time.

Boise State will face some other schools in the RMILL, Division I including BYU, Colorado State, University of Utah, Utah State and Washington State, University of Colorado and the University of Idaho.

Most of Boise State’s new opponents come from more established programs with larger budgets and are considered “virtual varsity” teams, although they are not sanctioned varsity sports teams, their expenses are covered by the university.

The Boise State team is still working on the little revenue coming from the university. About 30 percent of the needed money comes from fund-raisers, player dues, with the balance needed money coming from advertising campaigns for politicians to help raise funds.

A huge step up in competition,” Arnt said. "This weekend will be Gonzaga, a team to get used to the other level. The first few years it was another stand out season, as the team has solidified this fall. The roster for the regular spring season, which is played mid-February through the end of April will be solidified this fall. No one who is interested should contact the university men’s lacrosse advisor, Dr. Philip Kelly, in the Department of Kinesiology.

The Boise State Lacrosse team is a club sport and is still open to new players and for everyone to get some playing time, as well as for the coaches to evaluate the team,“ Arnt said.

The first few years it was another stand out season, as the team has solidified this fall. The roster for the regular spring season, which is played mid-February through the end of April will be solidified this fall. No one who is interested should contact the university men’s lacrosse advisor, Dr. Philip Kelly, in the Department of Kinesiology. This is a “friendly” tournament meant more for team evaluations than competitive play.

Boise State has three matches on Saturday at 10 a.m., 12 p.m., and 2 p.m. as well as one match on Sunday.

All matches will be played on the intramural field and expectations of getting into the RMILL Division I play for the first time in the sport’s history.”

Arnt claims the team has been improving every year since its inception in 1998. After the first few years, it was the program was getting going, but Arnt also incrementally developing each year.

This year will definitely be more of a challenge for the Broncos as they step into Division I play for the first time.

Boise State will face some other schools in the RMILL, Division I including BYU, Colorado State, University of Utah, Utah State and Washington State, University of Colorado and the University of Idaho.

Most of Boise State’s new opponents come from more established programs with larger budgets and are considered “virtual varsity” teams, although they are not sanctioned varsity sports teams, their expenses are covered by the university.

The Boise State team is still working on the little revenue coming from the university. About 30 percent of the needed money comes from fund-raisers, player dues, with the balance needed money coming from advertising campaigns for politicians to help raise funds.

A huge step up in competition,” Arnt said. "This weekend will be Gonzaga, a team to get used to the other level. The first few years it was another stand out season, as the team has solidified this fall. The roster for the regular spring season, which is played mid-February through the end of April will be solidified this fall. No one who is interested should contact the university men’s lacrosse advisor, Dr. Philip Kelly, in the Department of Kinesiology.

The Boise State Lacrosse team is a club sport and is still open to new players and for everyone to get some playing time, as well as for the coaches to evaluate the team,” Arnt said.

The first few years it was another stand out season, as the team has solidified this fall. The roster for the regular spring season, which is played mid-February through the end of April will be solidified this fall. No one who is interested should contact the university men’s lacrosse advisor, Dr. Philip Kelly, in the Department of Kinesiology.

The Boise State Lacrosse team will compete against new teams, their expenses are covered by the university.

The Boise State team is still working on the little revenue coming from the university. About 30 percent of the needed money comes from fund-raisers, player dues, with the balance needed money coming from advertising campaigns for politicians to help raise funds.

A huge step up in competition,” Arnt said. "This weekend will be Gonzaga, a team to get used to the other level. The first few years it was another stand out season, as the team has solidified this fall. The roster for the regular spring season, which is played mid-February through the end of April will be solidified this fall. No one who is interested should contact the university men’s lacrosse advisor, Dr. Philip Kelly, in the Department of Kinesiology.

The Boise State Lacrosse team is a club sport and is still open to new players and for everyone to get some playing time, as well as for the coaches to evaluate the team,” Arnt said.
Brazcons look to keep streak alive

By Phil Dalley

The Broncos football team is on the road for the third time in four weeks, this time to Oklahoma to take on the Sooners. After competing on Saturday night at Stealth Stadium, the Associated Press released its weekly poll. ESPN continues to climb in the standing.

The Broncos are ranked No. 21-3 lead.

Tulsa is a young team led by head coach Dan Hawkins.

The layoff allowed several players for Tulsa to get healthy, including quarterback Sam Ryan. Ryan is a dominant force in the touch-

Carr was honored this week as the Western Division Special Teams Player of the Week. Carr blocked a punt and returned it for a touchdown, helping the Broncos to defeat the Golden Hurricane. Carr's touch-

Hawai'i. Carr's touch-

Hawkins said. "One day in practice is a very solid player."

"He is a very solid player."

Chris Carr Honored

Boise State's Chris Carr was honored this week as the Western Athletic Conference's special teams Player of the Week.

Carr blocked a punt and returned it for a touchdown in Boise State's 30-23 win over Hawai'i. Carr's touchdown was one of three that he blocked in the span of just over two minutes in the first quarter that gave the Broncos a lead.

"If you cut a mold for the kind of guy you want on your team it would be Chris Carr," head coach Don Hawkins said. "He is a very solid player."
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WAC Soccer Standings
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Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria:

- Height Approximately 5'9 or Taller

- Caucasian

- S.A.T. Score Above 1250' or High A.C.T.

- College Student or Graduate Under 30

- Athletic

- No Genetic Medical Issues

COMPENSATION $80,000

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice

All related expenses will be paid in addition to your compensation

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music)

For more information or to obtain an application, please contact Michelle at the Law Offices

(800) 808-5383

or email: EggDonorInfo@aol.com

*This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not a general advertisement.
The turning of the screw

ITALIAN FLING PROVES COSTLY

By Ted Harmon

"Go!"
Press the pedal. Turn the screw.
Look for bubbles. Turn the screw.
"Go!"
Press the pedal. Turn the screw.
Look for bubbles. Turn the screw. Repeat.

I have reduced bleeding the brakes on my '73 Fiat Spider to a practical stumbling block of mechanical movements requiring a translation of fluid into the aging brake lines. Every pour of the pedal requires an exhalation of fluid, and pulls sparkling clear fluid into the hydraulic hoses, once supply and smooth, have become dry and cracked, threatening new leaks at the slightest provocation. We are unable to transport new hoses, however, because the car sells for too little for automakers to accept as equipment. Time spent apart and surrounding the three-year back cemented the brake lines in the car. Like an old woman, she will not change her ways for anything. All we can do is provide her with treatment to slow the delinquency process.

One day it was temperamental. A report in the folder suggested the brake lines were almost cracked, threatening new leaks at the slightest provocation. We are unable to transport new hoses, however, because the car sells for too little for automakers to accept as equipment. Time spent apart and surrounding the three-year back cemented the brake lines in the car. Like an old woman, she will not change her ways for anything. All we can do is provide her with treatment to slow the delinquency process.

My mental picture was a far cry from the reality of a car that has traveled 230,000 miles. Dents marked points of impact all over her body. Vital fluids dripped from numerous places, staining the garage floor. The cracked, eyes, flawless paint, and supple and smooth, that was not what I was seeing when I wrote the check for $750. "I'll muster the resources to see if it works," Dad says. "Let's see how it goes," I say, in my deepest voice. "It didn't work well," says, "in my deepest voice. "It didn't work well," I say. The torque wrench menacingly taps my open hand. "I'll get under the car, and you press the pedal when I say 'Go,'" Dad says. "We always do this when neighborhood ain't around."

The hydraulic hoses, once supply and smooth, have become dry and cracked, threatening new leaks at the slightest provocation. We are unable to transport new hoses, however, because the car sells for too little for automakers to accept as equipment. Time spent apart and surrounding the three-year back cemented the brake lines in the car. Like an old woman, she will not change her ways for anything. All we can do is provide her with treatment to slow the delinquency process.

The treatment regimen for my Fiat about six years ago sitting neglected in a garage downtown. The previous owner was a bodybuilder who had decided to donate himself to a younger, faster motorcycle, and instead the aging sports car. "She was a pretty thing once," Swede said. "This year and hard driving wore her out, that's all." I looked at her sitting in that company and couldn't help but think what a waste of parts, with pretty Girls, and sexy, and dangerous curves that beg hard driving and tight corners. The cracks, eyes, flawless paint, and supple and smooth, that was not what I was seeing when I wrote the check for $750. "I'll muster the resources to see if it works," Dad says. "Let's see how it goes," I say, in my deepest voice. "It didn't work well," says, "in my deepest voice. "It didn't work well," I say. The torque wrench menacingly taps my open hand. "I'll get under the car, and you press the pedal when I say 'Go,'" Dad says. "We always do this when neighborhood ain't around."

The hydraulic hoses, once supply and smooth, have become dry and cracked, threatening new leaks at the slightest provocation. We are unable to transport new hoses, however, because the car sells for too little for automakers to accept as equipment. Time spent apart and surrounding the three-year back cemented the brake lines in the car. Like an old woman, she will not change her ways for anything. All we can do is provide her with treatment to slow the delinquency process.

The hydraulic hoses, once supply and smooth, have become dry and cracked, threatening new leaks at the slightest provocation. We are unable to transport new hoses, however, because the car sells for too little for automakers to accept as equipment. Time spent apart and surrounding the three-year back cemented the brake lines in the car. Like an old woman, she will not change her ways for anything. All we can do is provide her with treatment to slow the delinquency process.

Bleeder hoses (4): $7.00
Bleeder screws (4): $25.00
Master cylinder (2): $118.06
Brake pads (2 sets): $24.00
Ranous (4): Free, pulled from '79 Fiat (wrecked)
Brake booster (1): Free, pulled from '79 Fiat (wrecked)
Fiat 124-style dashboard (1): $230.00
Demp-first body panels: (5): $100, pulled from '74 Fiat (wrecked)
Shipping for above parts (total): $25.00
Total: $1652.56

Investing in automotive perfection

The "Fast Expenditure File" is a massive folder about one inch thick. Faded, wrinkled receipts populate the folder, and stick out around the edges, ordered by transaction date. Below is a very partial list, pertaining only to items mentioned in the story.

Brake calipers (6): $348.00
Brake caliper rebuilt kits (4): $23.00
Bleeder screws (4): $7.00
Bleeder hoses (4): $18.00
Master cylinder (2): $118.06
Brake pads (2 sets): $24.00
Ranous (4): Free, pulled from '79 Fiat (wrecked)
Brake booster (1): Free, pulled from '79 Fiat (wrecked)
Fiat 124-style dashboard (1): $230.00
Demp-first body panels: (5): $100, pulled from '74 Fiat (wrecked)
Shipping for above parts (total): $25.00
Total: $1652.56

Just Roses® Your Rose Specialist

- Quality rose at affordable price
- 28 day delivery
- Free delivery, delivery to the delivery area only

At the corner of Capitol & University
342-ROSE

Divisions
Thursday, October 10, 2002
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Lecter's back in 'Red Dragon'

By Chris Hewitt

KPT Campus

The lambs are silent again in Red Dragon. A graphic, sophisticated thriller more in the spirit of The Silence of the Lambs than the macabre Manhunter, Red Dragon is a sequel to the 1986 film Manhunter.

Both Red Dragons and Manhunter find FBI agent Will Graham (Edward Norton) calling on the jailed with intelligence and calm, if you look at it now, it's more compassionate, and it's better acted. Norton anchors the movie, screaming "1986" louder than a campiness that turned Hopkins) to help him track brings wit and understanding - Norton) calling on the jailed with intelligence and calm, if you look at it now, it's more compassionate, and it's better acted. Norton anchors the movie, screaming "1986" louder than a campiness that turned Hopkins) to help him track brings wit and understanding.

By the end of the movie, they're still resulting in Lecter, who sites especially unsettling in his cell, like a delighted fox waiting to rip into a henhouse.

Red Dragon is gripping and graphic, the kind of ride you'll occasionally decide you want to be on. It's especially unsettling because it suggests that the divide between a violent landscape after another dis- It's especially unsettling because it suggests that the divide between a violent landscape after another dis...
chance to sharpen your skills and improve your status.

For more information, please contact:

Lisa Steen
BroncoJobs
541-344-5585
lsteen@reisnum.org

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Remember, you must have an account with BroncoJobs to apply for any of the positions advertised.

To sign up for an account, go to http://broncojobs.reisnum.org

Happy hunting!

Best wishes,

Lisa Steen
BroncoJobs